We model a single layer of heavily electron-doped FeSe by spin-1/2 moments over a square lattice of iron atoms that include the 3d xz and 3d yz orbitals, at strong on-site Coulomb repulsion.
Introduction. The discovery of superconductivity in iron-pnictide materials has uncovered a new path in the search for high-temperature superconductors [1] . Superconductivity has been observed recently in a single layer of FeSe on a doped SrTiO 3 (STO) substrate [2] [3] [4] below critical temperatures as high as 100 K [5] . Electronic conduction originates from the 3d orbitals of the iron atoms, which form a square lattice. Angle-resolved photo-emission spectroscopy(ARPES), in particular, reveals circular electron-type Fermi surface pockets centered at wave numbers (π/a)x and (π/a)ŷ that lie along the principal axes of the iron lattice, where a is the lattice constant [6, 7] . Unlike the case of most iron-pnictide materials, however, ARPES also finds that hole bands centered at zero two-dimensional (2D) momentum lie well below the Fermi level in the case of single-layer FeSe/STO. At low temperature, it also finds an isotropic gap at the electron Fermi surface pockets [8, 9] , which is confirmed by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [10] . The same set of phenomena have been recently observed below critical temperatures in the range 40-50 K at the surfaces of intercalated FeSe [11] [12] [13] , of alkali-metal dosed FeSe [14] [15] [16] [17] , and of voltage-gate tuned thin films of FeSe [18, 19] . Comparison with bulk FeSe, which has a much lower critical temperature of 8 K, strongly suggests that the high-temperature superconductivity exhibited above is due to a new 2D groundstate that appears after heavy electron doping.
Calculations based on the independent-electron approximation [20] fail to describe the Fermi surfaces in single-layer FeSe/STO. In particular, density-functional theory (DFT) typically predicts that the hole bands centered at zero 2D momentum cross the Fermi level [8, 11, 21] . DFT also fails to account for a nearby Mott insulator phase at low electron doping in voltage-gate tuned thin films of FeSe and in single-layer FeSe/STO [19, 22] . The previous suggests that the limit of strong electron-electron interactions [23, 24] is a better starting point to describe superconductivity in heavily electron-doped FeSe.
Below, we propose that the hole bands observed by ARPES below the Fermi level at the Brillouin zone center in a surface layer of FeSe are examples of emergent phenomena. The latter is revealed by both mean-field and exact calculations of the one-electron spectrum in a two-orbital t-J model that includes only degenerate d xz and d yz electron bands centered at wavenumbers (π/a)ŷ and (π/a)x, respectively, in the one-iron Brillouin zone. Local spin-1/2 moments live on d (x±iy)z orbitals, on the other hand, which yields isotropic magnetism. orbital and by electron-type Fermi surface pockets (inset to Fig. 1b) . Emergent hole bands at wavenumber (π/a)(x +ŷ) in the one-iron Brillouin zone are also predicted, but they lie below the former ones in energy. It is important to point out that one-electron tight-binding models that include d xz , d yz , and up to d xy iron orbitals are unable to account for buried hole bands at the center and at the corner of the one-iron Brillouin zone. (Cf. refs. [25] and [26] .) Last, exact calculations of two mobile electrons in the two-orbital t-J model find evidence for isotropic Cooper pairs on both the electron pockets and on the emergent hole bands below the Fermi level as Hund coupling approaches a quantum critical point (QCP) at which commensurate spin-density wave (cSDW) nesting begins. The sign of the Cooper pair wavefunction notably alternates between the electron and hole bands [27, 28] .
Local Moment Model. Our starting point is a two-orbital t-J model over the square lattice, where the on-site-orbital energy cost U 0 tends to infinity [29, 30] :
Above, S i,α is the spin operator that acts on spin s 
enforced at each site-orbital to impose the U 0 → ∞ limit on electrons with spin s 0 = 1/2.
Finally, J 0 is a ferromagnetic exchange coupling constant that imposes Hund's Rule, while the last term in (1) represents the additional energy cost of a fully occupied iron atom. Herē n i,α = sc † i,α,sc i,α,s −1 counts singlet pairs at site-orbitals. Last, notice that d± → e ±iθ d± is equivalent to a rotation of the orbitals by an angle θ about the z axis. Spin and occupation operators remain invariant under it. Magnetism described by the two-orbital t-J model (1) is hence isotropic, which suppresses orbital order.
Semi-classical calculations of the Heisenberg model that corresponds to (1) at half filling find a QCP that separates a cSDW at strong Hund coupling from a hidden antiferromagnet at weak Hund coupling when diagonal frustration is present [34] : e.g. sion at non-zero temperature that is easily evaluated in the zero-temperature limit [30, 36] , where ideal BEC of the Schwinger bosons into the degenerate groundstates at 3-momenta k = 0 and (π, π/a, π/a) occurs. It is one half the transverse spin correlator, which under ideal BEC and at large s 0 reads
Here, ω b = (Ω 
Here,
x is the critical Hund coupling at which ∆ cSDW → 0. Notice that inter-orbital hopping stabilizes the hidden half metal state. The autocorrelator of the hidden spin S i,d− − S i,d+ , (3) at k 0 = π, also shows the above spin gap at cSDW momenta, ∆ cSDW , in addition to a hidden-order Goldstone mode at Néel wavenumber (π/a)(x +ŷ) [35] .
The electronic structure of the hidden half metal state can also be obtained directly from the above Schwinger-boson-slave-fermion mean field theory. In particular, the one-electron propagator is given by the convolution of the conjugate propagator for Schwinger bosons with the propagator for slave fermions in 3-momentum and in frequency. A summation of Matsubara frequencies yields the expression [35] 
Figure 1b displays the emergent hole bands predicted above. They lie ǫ F + ∆ cSDW below the Fermi level, with degenerate maxima at k = 0 and (π/a)(x +ŷ). Here, Adding intra-orbital electron hopping, t 1 > 0, brings the emergent hole bands at wavenumber (π/a)(x +ŷ) down in energy below the ones at zero 2D momentum. This is confirmed by exact calculations of the two-orbital t-J model with one electron more than half filling over a 4 × 4 lattice of iron atoms under periodic boundary conditions. The previous Schwinger-boson-slave-fermion description (2) for spin s 0 = 1/2 electrons is exploited to impose strong on-site-orbital Coulomb repulsion. Details are given in ref. [30] . and odd parity (d yz ) spin-1/2 groundstates at wavenumber (π/2a)x are nearly degenerate, which suggests isotropic emergent hole bands at zero 2D momentum near the QCP.
Cooper Pairs. Figure 2b shows the spectrum of the same two-orbital t-J model (1), but with two electrons more than half filling. A repulsive interaction has been added to the Heisenberg exchange terms in order to reduce finite-size effects:
n i,α n j,β , equal to 1/2 the spin-exchange operator. Here, n i,α counts the net occupation of holes per site-orbital. Also, the on-site repulsion between mobile electrons in the d+ and d− orbitals, respectively, is set to a large value U (2) is again employed, with s 0 = 1/2. Details are given in ref. [40] . Last, the ferromagnetic Hund's Rule exchange coupling constant is tuned to the critical value J 0 = −2.25 J 1 , at which ∆ cSDW → 0. This is depicted by the dashed horizontal line in Fig. 2b , which shows the degeneracy between the cSDW spin resonance at wavenumber (π/a)x with the hidden-order spin resonance at wavenumber (π/a)(x +ŷ). The former is even (black) under swap of the orbitals, d− ↔ d+, while latter is odd (red) under it. Notice that the groundstate and the second excited state both lie under a continuum of states at zero net momentum. They respectively have even and odd parity under a reflection about the x-y diagonal. We therefore assign S symmetry to the groundstate bound pair and D [41].) Recent quasi-particle interference patterns obtained from surface layers of intercalated FeSe observe a feature at cSDW wavenumbers that could be accounted for by the superposition of an electron near cSDW momenta with an Andreev reflected hole near zero 2D momentum [13] . Remnant hole pairing can be confirmed in this way. [39] In the independent electron approximation, adding small but positive intra-orbital nearest- 
with diagonal and off-diagonal matrix elements
while the dynamics of free slave fermions is then governed by the Hamiltonian
, with the energy eigenvalues , multiplied by a factor of two because of spin isotropy. The result notably coincides with that obtained within the linear spin-wave approximation at the large-s 0 limit [S6] . Figure S1 gives the hidden-order counterpart to the spectrum of true spinwaves near the QCP predicted by this mean-field approximation, Fig. 1a in the paper. As expected by general considerations [S6] , these spectra are shifted with respect to each other by momentum (π/a)(x +ŷ).
Also, within the above mean field theory, the one-electron propagator is given by the convolution of the propagator for slave fermions (f ) with the conjugate propagator for Schwinger bosons (b) in 3-momentum and in frequency:
The conjugate propagator for free Schwinger bosons evolving backwards in time is then
After rewriting the resulting products of poles as sums/differences of poles, standard summations of Matsubara frequencies yield expression (4) given in the paper. There, the identities (cosh θ) 2 = states that they make up per momentum can be understood as the result of the addition of angular momentum between a spin-1/2 electron at cSDW wavenumbers and a spin-1 spinwave in the half metal [S4] . In particular, the spin-3/2 state at momentum (π/a)x with d yz -orbital symmetry shown in Fig. S3 can be understood as a spin-1/2 electron in orbital d xz at momentum (π/a)ŷ combined with a hidden-order (odd-parity) spinwave that carries 1 The spectral weight of true ("black") spinwaves at zero 2D momentum is identically zero [cf. Eq. (3) and We therefore conclude that Schwinger-boson-slave-fermion mean field theory is a valid approximation for the two-orbital t-J model in the case of the hidden half metal state depicted by the insets to Fig. 1 QCP. Figure S4 shows the exact spectrum of the same two-orbital Heisenberg model that corresponds to 
